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Investors usually approach real estate credit investments
from one of two directions—either from a fixed income or a
real assets/real estate specific allocation. In the former case,
investors are attracted by higher available yields relative to
other fixed income assets; in the latter, they are likely driven
by a desire to achieve superior risk-adjusted returns, perhaps
because they perceive equity returns will be subdued in
comparison to the level of downside risk. Our Credit Conviction
Framework allows investors to understand and incorporate
comparisons of real estate credit with competing asset classes.

— To see the full series
of reports, click here.

Generous premia to fixed income can be augmented by
flexing sector and LTV strategy
Figures 1 and 2 (following pages) compare real estate credit returns
with prevailing fixed income returns. Real estate credit returns are
derived from our understanding of credit pricing; the volume of
opportunities that we see allows us to break out pricing across asset
types, at different LTVs (Figure 1) and for different stages of asset
maturity (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Real estate lending returns versus competing fixed income investments,
stabilised assets and varied LTV, September 2021
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— Investors in real estate credit can also boost
Development
premia by varying the maturity of collateral
they
Transitional
lend against. On a Low LTV basis, the 190bps
Stabilised
premium relative to A rated corporate
bonds
CMBS
can be increased by 140-250bps by financing
ABS
transitional or development opportunities
BBB Corporates
rather than stabilised assets. This uplift can
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be enhanced further through current sectoral
opportunities in residential and retail dislocation.
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— Compared to a basket of Asset Backed
2
Securities (ABS) and to Commercial Mortgage
1
Backed Securities (CMBS), premia are a little
0
lower but still generally positive for real estate
credit (except, marginally so, when comparing

some Low LTV lending to CMBS). Against ABS,
at the all property level for stabilised assets,
Low LTV credit offers a premium of around
150bps, rising to 300bps for High LTV credit.
Against CMBS, the same strategies offer
premia of 30-180bps.
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— At the all property level for stabilised assets,
the premium offered by Low LTV real estate
credit versus single A rated corporate credit
is around 190bps, a historically generous level,
which can be increased further to 330bps by
adopting a High LTV strategy. Retail offers
the
8 opportunity to enhance the premium
achieved
by a further 100bps+ across different
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LTV
6 detachment points. Premia to BBB rated
corporate
credit are roughly 30bps lower
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(spreads
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For those approaching real estate credit as a higher yielding alternative to fixed income, the base level
and potential enhancement of additional returns are compelling. Investors can use this tool to understand
current market pricing, and discover where additional returns are available, then work to measure this
alongside their own risk tolerance, and manager risk mitigation tools.

Source: CBRE Investment Management, Refinitiv, BofAML.
Note. We define Low LTV lending as 50%, Mid LTV as 60% and High LTV as 70%.
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Figure 2: Real estate lending returns versus competing fixed income investments,
Low LTV and varied levels of asset maturity, September 2021
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Source: CBRE Investment Management, Refinitiv, BofAML.
Note. We define Low LTV lending as 50%, Mid LTV as 60% and High LTV as 70%.

Real estate credit offers attractive riskadjusted returns to real estate equity
in most sectors which we can pinpoint
further at varied LTV detachment points.
For the cohort of investors approaching real
estate credit investment seeking attractive riskadjusted returns as a defensive compliment to real
estate equity allocations, our Credit Convictions
Framework can help evaluate both absolute target
returns, and the relative, proportional level of return
lenders generate versus ungeared equity investors.
We then compare to an LTV-appropriate benchmark
to assess which offers most relative value. Figure 3
(next page) shows the benchmark share of return
for all LTV detachment points from 0-100% that
we judge real estate credit should achieve on a
proportional basis; this ranges from 34% of the
ungeared equity return at 50% LTV to 44% at
60% LTV to 56% at 70% LTV.
Figure 4 (next page) then takes these benchmark
figures, and by comparing our forecasts of ungeared
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equity returns (the CBRE Investment Management
House View) with our view of prevailing credit
pricing, establishes the extent to which credit offers
above or below benchmark returns, in different
sectors and at different LTV detachment points (for
lending against stabilised income-producing assets,
in this case).
— For Low LTV lending, returns to real estate
credit match or exceed the benchmark 34% of
equity returns in all segments of the market;
dramatically so in retail (credit earning c50180% of the equity return), but also comfortably
in office (c60%) and residential (c36-37%).
Logistics meets but does not exceed
benchmark, reflecting high competition to lend
in the sector.
— For Mid and High LTV lending; returns to real
estate credit match or exceed the benchmark
equity return to the greatest extent in retail,
followed by office, with residential and logistics
closer to the line. Lenders may consider
options to enhance return in these segments,
such as funding assets pre-stabilisation.
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Figure 3: Benchmarking lender return as a proportion of equity return
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Source: CBRE Investment Management.
Note: To create the above line, we surmise that logically at 0% LTV a lender could reasonably expect none of the equity return, and that at 100% LTV could reasonably expect all of the equity
return. The line connecting these two points is not straight however, because the first 1% of LTV is lower risk than the last and should be compensated accordingly. We judge that half of the equity
return might reasonably be expected by a lender lending at 65%, and draw the line accordingly, deriving our benchmark return points for 50%, 60%, and 70% LTV lending therefrom.
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Source: CBRE Investment Management. As of Q3 2021.

Using this benchmark, investors comparing real estate exposure via credit and equity can measure more
clearly the relative benefits of credit investment and have an ongoing means to evaluate where greater
value lies.
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Figure 4: Real estate credit and equity return
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If you would like to discuss the contents of this paper with our Credit Strategies team,
or would like more information about investing in Real Estate Credit, please contact:
Emma Huepfl
Managing Director | EMEA Credit Strategies
M: +44 (0)7798 601241
E: emma.huepfl@cbreim.com

Isabelle Brennan
Senior Director | Global Investor Solutions
M: +44 (0)7920 103642
E: isabelle.brennan@cbreim.com

The information in this document is confidential and meant for use only by the intended recipient. This material is intended for informational purposes
only, does not constitute investment advice, or a recommendation, or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any
security, property or other Instrument, or for CBRE Investment Management to enter into or arrange any type of transaction. This information is the sole
property of CBRE Investment Management and its affiliates. Acceptance and/or use of any of the information contained in this document indicates the
recipient’s agreement not to disclose any of the information contained herein.
Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by third parties and in certain cases
has not been updated through the date hereof. Neither CBRE Investment Management, any fund or program or its general partner, nor their respective
affiliates nor any of their respective employees or agents assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information.
CBRE Investment Management has not made any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy,
reasonableness or completeness of any of the information contained herein (including but not limited to information obtained from third parties), and
they expressly disclaim any responsibility or liability therefore. CBRE Investment Management does not have any responsibility to update or correct any
of the information provided in this presentation.

